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Lite Integration Instructions

The Lite integration method for Reviewer Recognition Service is best used if your manuscript processing system is unable to be configured with our standard Reviewer Recognition Service workflow.

The Lite method involves adding in some special tagging to your “Thank you for reviewing” email templates to reviews which will fast-track their requests for review recognition sent to reviews@publons.com

Step 1
Send a full list of journals for integration to Publons, including:

- Journal Name
- Journal URL
- Journal Blurb
- Journal Logo
- Publisher Name
- Publisher Logo

Step 2
Create a Publons profile and let the Publons team know once it’s done so they can grant you the necessary access to your Partner Dashboard. You can send an email to partners@publons.com requesting access and sharing the link to your Publons profile.

Step 3
To set up your lite integration with Reviewer Recognition Service, you will need to paste a unique code as well as other required data fields into your “Thank-you for reviewing” email templates. The data fields are merge fields or ways for the EMS in question to auto-populate that part of the text with the relevant data. Below are the required data fields.

PUBLONS_API=unique code*
PUBLONS_REVIEW_DATE=Date review completed
PUBLONS_MANUSCRIPT_TITLE=Title
PUBLONS_MANUSCRIPT_ID=Manuscript ID

*Your unique code will be provided by your Publons Account Manager.

Step 4
Let Publons know once you have added the above data fields into your thank you emails. Your journals will then be switched to live. You can then login to your Partner Dashboard to see the reviews pulling through, to manage your journals’ presence, and get unique insights into your reviewer demographics and availability.

For more information please contact partners@publons.com
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